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Histoire générale de
Languedoc avec des notes et
les pièces justificatives:
Roschach, E. Études
historiques sur la province
de Languedoc. 1876 - Claude
de Vic 1876
Les épopées françaises Léon Gautier 1868

quadrupèdes ovipares, les
serpents et les poissons.
Nouvelle édition, précédée de
l'éloge de Lacépède par Cuvier,
avec des notes et la nouvelle
classification de M. A.-G.
Desmarest,... - Étienne de
Lacépède 1839

Livres d'étrennes - 1979

Histoire générale de
Languedoc - Joseph Vaissète
1840

Histoire naturelle de Lacépède,
comprenant les cétacés, les
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This edited collection, written
by both established and new
researchers, reveals the
experiences of litigating
women across premodern
Europe and captures the
current state of research in this
ever-growing field.
Individually, the chapters offer
an insight into the motivations
and strategies of women who
engaged in legal action in a
wide range of courts, from
local rural and urban courts, to
ecclesiastical courts and the
highest jurisdictions of crown
and parliament. Collectively,
the focus on individual women
litigants – rather than how
women were defined by legal
systems – highlights
continuities in their
experiences of justice, while
also demonstrating the unique
and intersecting factors that
influenced each woman’s
negotiation of the courts.
Spanning a broad chronology
and a wide range of contexts,
these studies also offer a
valuable insight into the
practices and priorities of the
many courts under discussion
that goes beyond our focus on
histoires-et-la-c-gendes-du-languedoc

women litigants. Drawing on
archival research from
England, Scotland, Ireland,
France, the Low Countries,
Central and Eastern Europe,
and Scandinavia, Litigating
Women is the perfect resource
for students and scholars
interested in legal studies and
gender in medieval and early
modern Europe.
Histoire naturelle de
Lacépède, comprenant les
cétacés, les quadrupèdes
ovipares, les serpents et les
poissons - de la Cépède
(Graaf) 1844
Or Words to That Effect Daniel F. Chamberlain
2016-01-27
This volume raises questions
about why oral celebrations of
language receive so little
attention in published literary
histories when they are
simultaneously recognized as
fundamental to our
understanding of literature. It
aims to prompt debate
regarding the transformations
needed for literary historians
to provide a more balanced and
fuller appreciation of what we
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call literature, one that
acknowledges the
interdependence of oral
storytelling and written
expression, whether in print,
pictorial, or digital form.
Rather than offering a
summary of current theories or
prescribing solutions, this
volume brings together
distinguished scholars,
conventional literary
historians, and oral performerpractitioners from regions as
diverse as South Africa, the
Canadian Arctic, the Roma
communities of Eastern Europe
and the music industry of the
American West in a
conversation that engages the
reader directly with the
problems that they have
encountered and the questions
that they have explored in their
work with orality and with
literary history.
Let God Arise - W. Gregory
Monahan 2014-03-06
Let God Arise draws upon an
extensive array of archival
sources to present the first
modern account in English
entirely devoted to the
rebellion and war of the
histoires-et-la-c-gendes-du-languedoc

Camisards. Combining
traditional narrative with
analysis, W. Gregory Monahan
examines the issues that led to
that rebellion, beginning with
the conversion of the artisans
and peasants of the remote
mountain region of the
Cévennes to Protestantism in
the sixteenth century, its
persistence in that confession
in the seventeenth, and the
shattering impact of the
Revocation of the Edict of
Nantes, which deprived
Protestants first of their
pastors, and then of the
itinerant preachers who
attempted to take their place.
Beginning in 1701, prophetism
swept the region, and the
prophets, who believed they
heard and followed the word of
the Holy Spirit, soon led their
followers into violent attacks
on the Catholic Church and
rebellion against the crown. A
persistent and occasionally
successful guerrilla war raged
for over two years. Monahan
argues that the resulting war
involved a host of often
conflicting world views, or
discourses, in which the
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various parties to the conflict,
whether the king and his
ministers at Versailles, the
provincial intendant Basville
and local officials, the foreign
powers, the Church, the
generals, or the Camisard
rebels themselves, often
misunderstood or failed to
communicate with each other,
resulting too often in terrible
violence and bloodshed. Let
God Arise tells us much about
the nature of the reign of Louis
XIV and the popular religion of
the time in exploring the last
great rebellion in France
before the Revolution of 1789.
Jean Gerson and Gender - N.
McLoughlin 2016-01-12
Jean Gerson and Gender
examines the deployment of
gendered rhetoric by the
influential late medieval
politically active theologian,
Jean Gerson (1363-1429), as a
means of understanding his
reputation for political
neutrality, the role played by
royal women in the French
royal court, and the rise of the
European witch hunts.
Women and Gender in
Medieval Europe - Margaret
histoires-et-la-c-gendes-du-languedoc

C. Schaus 2006-09-20
From women's medicine and
the writings of Christine de
Pizan to the lives of market and
tradeswomen and the
idealization of virginity, gender
and social status dictated all
aspects of women's lives during
the middle ages. A crossdisciplinary resource, Women
and Gender in Medieval
Europe examines the daily
reality of medieval women from
all walks of life in Europe
between 450 CE and 1500 CE,
i.e., from the fall of the Roman
Empire to the discovery of the
Americas. Moving beyond
biographies of famous noble
women of the middles ages, the
scope of this important
reference work is vast and
provides a comprehensive
understanding of medieval
women's lives and experiences.
Masculinity in the middle ages
is also addressed to provide
important context for
understanding women's roles.
Entries that range from 250
words to 4,500 words in length
thoroughly explore topics in
the following areas: · Art and
Architecture · Countries,
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Realms, and Regions · Daily
Life · Documentary Sources ·
Economics · Education and
Learning · Gender and
Sexuality · Historiography ·
Law · Literature · Medicine and
Science · Music and Dance ·
Persons · Philosophy · Politics ·
Political Figures · Religion and
Theology · Religious Figures ·
Social Organization and Status
Written by renowned
international scholars, Women
and Gender in Medieval
Europe is the latest in the
Routledge Encyclopedias of the
Middle Ages. Easily accessible
in an A-to-Z format, students,
researchers, and scholars will
find this outstanding reference
work to be an invaluable
resource on women in
Medieval Europe.
Mémoires pour servir à
l'histoire ecclesiastique des six
premiers siècles, justifiez par
les citations des auteurs
originaux - Louis Sébastien Le
Nain de Tillemont 1732

protestantisme français Société de l'histoire du
protestantisme français
(France) 1913
"Jubilé du soixante-quinzième
anniversaire. Paris et Noyon,
8-10 juillet 1927": v. 76, 1927,
p. [305]-389.
Catalogue de la bibliothèque de
feu M. Falconet, medecin
consultant du Roi... - 1763

Biblio - 1970

Histoire générale de
Languedoc avec des notes et
les pièces justificatives par
dom Cl. Devic & dom J.

Bulletin historique et littéraire
de la Société de l'histoire du
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Histoire de Maguelone Frédéric Fabrège 1900
Catalogue de la bibliothèque
de feu M. Falconet - Camille
Falconet 1763
Dictionnaire portatif
comprenant la géographie
et l'histoire universelle, la
chronologie, la mythologie,
l'astronomie, la pysique,
l'histoire naturelle & toutes
ses partes, la chimie,
l'anatomie, l'hydrographie,
et la marine ... - François
Morenas 1762
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Vaissete: Histoire générale.
l872-89 - Claude de Vic 1875
Folk Narrative and World View
- International Society for Folk
Narrative Research. Congress
1996
Common Land, Wine and
the French Revolution Noelle Plack 2016-05-23
Recent revisionist history has
questioned the degree of social
and economic change
attributable to the French
Revolution. Some historians
have also claimed that the
Revolution was primarily an
urban affair with little
relevance to the rural masses.
This book tests these ideas by
examining the Revolutionary,
Napoleonic and Restoration
attempts to transform the
tenure of communal land in one
region of southern France; the
department of the Gard. By
analysing the results of the
legislative attempts to privatize
common land, this study
highlights how the Revolution's
agrarian policy profoundly
affected French rural society
and the economy. Not only did
histoires-et-la-c-gendes-du-languedoc

some members of the rural
community, mainly smallholding peasants, increase
their land holdings, but certain
sectors of agriculture were also
transformed; these findings
shed light on the growth in
viticulture in the south of
France before the
monocultural revolution of the
1850s. The privatization of
common land, alongside the
abolition of feudalism and the
transformation of judicial
institutions, were key aspects
of the Revolution in the
countryside. This detailed
study demonstrates that the
legislative process was not a
top-down procedure, but an
interaction between a state and
its citizens. It is an important
contribution to the new social
history of the French
Revolution and will appeal to
economic and social historians,
as well as historical
geographers.
Livres d'étrennes et
publications périodiques - 1966
Catalogue de la Bibliothèque
de Mr. Falconet, médecin
consultant du Roi et doyen des
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médecins de la faculté de Paris
- Marie-Jacques Barrois 1763
Les Petites Histoires de la
vieille : Languedoc - Hervé
Berteaux 2012-12-27
Les Petites Histoires de la
vieille : Languedoc - Rares sont
les ouvrages qui vont chercher
ce qui se cache derrière cette
terre de cartes postales. Or
notre vieux terroir possède
bien des trésors, bien des
légendes. Personne ne sait où
habite La Vieille , mais elle
accepte de raconter à Hervé
Berteaux les vieilles histoires
transmises de génération en
génération. Des histoires bien
malicieuses que seule La vieille
pouvait nous restituer. Ces
histoires vont vous faire
sourire, vous faire peur, et
vous faire rêver... C est une
émotion de la simple réalité qui
vous est proposée c est l
homme d hier et l homme
contemporain qui vous sont
rapportés dans ces nouvelles
de terroir.
Contes et légendes du Liban
- René R. Khawam 1962
Balancing the Scales of Justice
histoires-et-la-c-gendes-du-languedoc

- Anthony Crubaugh
2001-01-01
Recent revisionist history has
questioned the degree of social
change attributable to the
French Revolution. In
Balancing the Scales of Justice,
Anthony Crubaugh tests this
claim by examining the effects
of revolutionary changes in
local justice on the inhabitants
of one region in rural France.
Crubaugh illuminates two
poorly understood institutions
in eighteenth-century France:
seigneurial justice and the
revolutionary justice of the
peace. He finds that justice
was typically slow and
expensive in the lords&’ courts,
thus making it difficult for rural
inhabitants to benefit from
official channels of justice. By
contrast, revolutionary reforms
gave people the opportunity to
submit quarrels to trusted and
elected justices of the peace
who adjudicated disputes
quickly and inexpensively. By
juxtaposing seigneurial justice
in the ancien r&égime with the
institution of the justice of the
peace after 1789, Crubaugh
highlights how revolutionary
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changes in the system of
dispute resolution profoundly
affected members of rural
French society and their
relations with the French state.
Over time rural dwellers came
to accept the primacy of the
state in resolving disputes, and
the state thereby partially
achieved its long-standing goal
of penetrating rural areas.
Catalogue général de la
librairie française:
1891-1899. Table des
matières - Otto Henri Lorenz
1906
Contes el légendes du Maghreb
- Mireille de Régla 1968
Catastrophe, Gender and
Urban Experience, 1648–1920 Deborah Simonton 2016-10-04
As Enlightenment notions of
predictability, progress and the
sense that humans could
control and shape their
environments informed
European thought,
catastrophes shook many
towns to the core, challenging
the new world view with
dramatic impact. This book
concentrates on a period
histoires-et-la-c-gendes-du-languedoc

marked by passage from a
society of scarcity to one of
expenditure and accumulation,
from ranks and orders to
greater social mobility, from
traditional village life to new
bourgeois and even
individualistic urbanism. The
volume employs a broad
definition of catastrophe, as it
examines how urban
communities conceived,
adapted to, and were
transformed by catastrophes,
both natural and human-made.
Competing views of gender
figure in the telling and
retelling of these analyses:
women as scapegoats, as
vulnerable, as victims, even as
cannibals or conversely as
defenders, organizers of
assistance, inspirers of men;
and men in varied guises as
protectors, governors and
police, heroes, leaders,
negotiators and honorable
men. Gender is also deployed
linguistically to feminize
activities or even countries.
Inevitably, however, these
tragedies are mediated by
myth and memory. They are
not neutral events whose
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retelling is a simple narrative.
Through a varied array of
urban catastrophes, this book
is a nuanced account that
physically and metaphorically
maps men and women into the
urban landscape and the
worlds of catastrophe.
Dictionnaire universel
d'histoire, avec la biographie
de tous les personnages
célèbres et la mythologie Charles de BUSSY (pseud. [i.e.
Charles Marchal.]) 1858
Contes et légendes de la
Guyane française - Arlette de
Bennetot 1968
Dictionnaire universel,
dogmatique, canonique,
historique, géographique et
chronologique, des Sciences
Ecclésiastiques, contenant
l'histoire générale de la
religion ... l'histoire des
patriarches, des prophètes, ...
des saints, ... des papes, des
conciles, des pères de l'église
et des écrivains
ecclésiastiques. ... Par le R. P.
Richard, (Giraud,) et autres
Religieux Dominicains des
Couvents du Fauxbourg Sainthistoires-et-la-c-gendes-du-languedoc

Germain, etc - Charles Louis
RICHARD 1761
Mémoires pour servir à
l'histoire ecclésiastique des six
premiers siècles - Louis
Sebastien Lenain de Tillemont
1732
Histoire naturelle - 1844
Contes et légendes de Bulgarie
- A. Baĭdaev 1966
Légendes Et Contes Indiens
- Hélène Fouré-Selter 1958
Gender And Crime In
Modern Europe - Meg Arnot
2002-01-04
This work explores the
construction of gender norms
and examines how they were
reflected and reinforced by
legal institutional practices in
Europe in this period. taking a
gendered approach, criminal
prosecution and punishment
are discussed in relation to the
victims and perpretrators. This
volume investigates various
representations of femininity
by assessing female
experiences including wife9/10
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beating, divorce, abortion,
prostitution, property crime
and embezzlement at the work
place. In addition, issues such
as neglect, sexual abuse and
the "invention" of the juvenile
offender are analyzed.
Les épopées françaises,
étude sur les origines et
l'histoire de la littérature
nationale - Léon Gautier 1868
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Dictionnaire universel,
dogmatique, canonique,
historique, geéographique et
chronologique, des sciences
ecclésiastiques, contenant
l'histoire générale de la
religion ... la théologie
dogmatique & morale ... le
droit cano - 1761
Histoire générale de
Languedoc - Claude de Vic
1841
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